Sleep disturbances in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis: current perspectives
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Abstract: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a progressive motor neuron disease inevitably leading to generalized muscle weakness and premature death. Sleep disturbances are extremely common in patients with ALS and substantially add to the burden of disease for both patients and caregivers. Disruption of sleep can be caused by physical symptoms, such as muscle cramps, pain, reduced mobility, spasticity, mucus retention, and restless legs syndrome. In addition, depression and anxiety may lead to significant insomnia. In a small subset of patients, rapid eye movement (REM) sleep behavioral disorder may be present, reflecting neurodegeneration of central nervous system pathways which are involved in REM sleep regulation. With regard to overall prognosis, sleep-disordered breathing (SDB) and nocturnal hypoventilation (NH) are of utmost importance, particularly because NH precedes respiratory failure. Timely mechanical ventilation is one of the most significant therapeutic measures to prolong life span in ALS, and transcutaneous capnometry is superior to pulse oximetry to detect NH early. In addition, it has been shown that in patients on home ventilatory support, survival time depends on whether normocapnia, normoxia, and elimination of apneic events during sleep can be reliably achieved. Several studies have investigated sleep patterns and clinical determinants of sleep disruption in ALS, but exact prevalence numbers are unknown. Thus, constant awareness for sleep-related symptoms is appropriate. Since no curative treatment can be offered to affected patients, sleep complaints should be thoroughly investigated in order to identify any treatable etiology and improve or stabilize quality of life as much as possible. The use of hypnotics should be confined to palliation during the terminal phase and refractory insomnia in earlier stages of the disease, taking into account that most compounds potentially aggravate SDB.
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Plain language summary

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurological disease which causes advancing weakness of all muscles. Depending on the muscle involved, patients may suffer from reduced mobility, swallowing difficulties, impaired speech, and finally, respiratory muscle weakness. In patients with ALS, many different problems may cause sleep disturbances. For example, patients cannot turn around in bed any more, or they get pain from being severely immobilized. Many patients have difficulties to fall or stay asleep because of muscle cramps and restless legs. Respiratory muscle weakness is the most important condition which may disturb sleep because it leads to shallow breathing during the night and accumulation of carbon dioxide in the blood. If this is present, life span of ALS patients can be improved by starting non-invasive ventilation (NIV) using a facial mask. This can be even better achieved when NIV is started as early as it becomes necessary. In addition, regular follow-up appointments in a sleep lab help to ensure...
optimal home ventilation. Sleep disturbances are very common in patients with ALS, and constant awareness for sleep-related complaints is appropriate. Since there is no cure for ALS, it is even more important to systematically look for treatable problems and symptoms in order to improve or maintain quality of life as much as possible. The use of sleep medications should be confined to the last phase of the disease prior to death or to intractable insomnia in earlier stages.

**Introduction**

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder affecting both the central and peripheral nervous system. The term ALS covers a broad clinical spectrum of different disease manifestations (or rather entities) which share the degeneration of both upper and lower motor neurons.\(^1,2\) Upper motor neuron involvement leads to increased muscle tone, spastic paresis and, if the corticobulbar tract is affected, to pseudobulbar palsy. Degeneration of lower motor neurons causes fasciculations, atrophy, and weakness of involved muscles. Virtually all skeletal muscles may be affected, including the extraocular and sphincter externi muscles in later stages of the disease.\(^3,4\)

In a subset of patients, degeneration of the motor system is accompanied by either mild to moderate cognitive and behavioral abnormalities or overt frontotemporal dementia.\(^5\) The prevalence of ALS has been reported to be 5–8/100,000 in industrialized countries, with a peak of disease manifestation between 50 and 70 years of age.\(^6–9\) The lifetime risk for ALS may be as high as 1:300 for men and 1:400 for women.\(^10,11\)

Although vast evidence has been collected on different pathomechanisms leading to motor neuron degeneration,\(^12\) no causative treatment is available to date. Only two compounds have been approved for the treatment of ALS, which include riluzole (possibly protecting motor neurons from glutamate excitotoxicity)\(^13–15\) and edaravone which has been postulated to scavenge free oxygen radicals.\(^16,17\) However, both medications can only be considered as disease-modifying but do not actually halt its progression. Thus, depending on the individual course of the disease, progressive muscle weakness is virtually inevitable in most patients and may finally lead to tetraplegia, chronic respiratory failure, anarthria, and aphagia. Mechanical ventilation, tube feeding, and technically assisted communication are required to prolong life and sustain participation.\(^12,18\) Median survival ranges between 2.5–3.5 years after symptom onset, and 1.5–2.5 years following diagnosis.\(^19–21\) Among all therapeutic measures, mechanical ventilation and enteral nutrition appear to have a particular impact on life span.\(^21–23\)

Chronic respiratory failure and pulmonary infections comprise the major causes of death in ALS.\(^24,25\)

ALS is devastating.\(^26,27\) The diagnosis itself confronts affected patients with the bitter prospect of foreseeable morbidity and mortality which can be prevented by no means. Therapeutic options are exclusively symptomatic, and cure is impossible. In the absence of any causative treatment, progression of motor impairment is inevitably associated with functional loss affecting virtually all activities of daily life, including ambulation, nutrition, autonomy, work, and social life. Affected patients get increasingly more dependent on caregivers and technical aids, rendering the entire situation a life-changing challenge for patients and families who constantly have to adapt to the intrinsic dynamics of the disease. For these reasons, clinical research on ALS has long focussed on the quality of life of both patients and caregivers.\(^28–31\) In the absence of causative treatment options, symptom alleviation is all that medicine can provide, and a systematic approach to all treatable aspects of the disease is desirable. Among these, sleep and sleep disturbances play a major role for health-related quality of life (HRQoL), psychological health, and everyday life of affected patients.\(^32–37\) The aim of this review is to systematically summarize how sleep is directly or indirectly altered in patients with ALS. Based on the current literature and following the International Classification of Sleep Disorders (ICSD-3\(^38\)), ALS-related sleep disturbances will be lined out with regard to clinical presentation, pathophysiology, appropriate diagnostic methods, and treatment options.

**Sleep-disordered breathing (SDB)**

According to the ICSD-3, SDB mainly comprises sleep apnea and sleep-related hypoventilation.\(^38\) Whereas central sleep apnea has only rarely been reported in ALS,\(^39,40\) obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) appears to be more common.\(^31\) Like in the general population, prevalence of OSA is particularly increased in male patients with ALS.\(^41\) OSA is less prevalent in patients with severe bulbar dysfunction than in patients with non-bulbar disease\(^40,41\) which possibly reflects the effect of tongue atrophy on upper airway patency. OSA has been proposed to predict survival when it is present prior to the onset of non-invasive ventilation (NIV),\(^42\) but this finding may not be independent from hypoventilation (or respiratory muscle weakness, respectively) since both subtypes of SDB often coincide.\(^41–43\) Sleep-related hypoventilation mainly relates to progressive weakness of the diaphragm which is caused by
bilateral degeneration of phrenic nerve motor neurons. Hypoventilation begins during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep which is accompanied by active inhibition of skeletal muscle activity, including the external intercostal and accessory respiratory muscles. Muscle atonia during REM sleep spares the diaphragm, and if diaphragmatic weakness is present, alveolar ventilation is too low to sufficiently exhale carbon dioxide (CO₂). In patients with neuromuscular disease or restrictive lung disorders, sleep-related hypoventilation is increasingly defined by capnographic rather than oxymetric measures, since about 30% of patients with manifest hypercapnia will be missed if sleep studies only comprise pulse oximetry. As diaphragm weakness progresses, hypercapnia spreads to non-REM (NREM) sleep, and eventually leads to chronic hypercapnic respiratory failure as defined by a daytime CO₂ tension exceeding 45 mmHg. Numerous studies have reported direct sequelae of SDB on sleep continuity and composition in patients with ALS. Both hypercapnia and hypoxia may cause awakening from sleep, sleep stage changes or intermittent arousals from sleep as defined by an EEG frequency shift for 3 s or greater in duration. In addition, apneas, hypopneas, and respiratory event-related arousals may disrupt sleep independent of impaired gas exchange. In non-ventilated ALS patients, SDB is associated with reduced sleep duration, sleep efficiency, slow-wave sleep, and REM sleep. Diaphragm weakness, which underlies nocturnal hypoventilation, is specifically associated with shorter REM sleep duration. It can be assumed that CO₂ accumulation during REM sleep directly leads to either awakening or a sleep stage shift at least. Furthermore, compensation of diaphragm weakness requires that auxiliary respiratory muscles are recruited (eg, neck muscles or external intercostals), which is usually futile as long as REM sleep-associated muscle atonia persists. Interestingly, ALS patients with significant diaphragm paralysis may show persistent muscle tone during REM sleep in auxiliary respiratory muscles reflecting the brain’s attempt to maintain both ventilation and REM sleep. Impairment of subjective sleep outcomes clearly relates to the presence of SDB and is less severe in patients in whom nocturnal ventilation is still normal.

Symptoms of SDB comprise sleep fragmentation, non-restorative sleep, daytime fatigue, and excessive sleepiness. Morning headache may be present in some patients as a consequence of nocturnal hypercapnia or hypoxia, respectively. Although difficult to quantify in sleep studies, patients often start to compensate for diaphragm weakness and orthopnea during the night by adopting a more or less upright position in bed. Disease-specific tools for self-assessment of sleep quality and daytime performance have not yet been developed. Patient questionnaires covering symptoms suggesting significant fatigue, hypersomnolence, or sleep disruption may be used in conjunction with sleep studies but have not been evaluated with regard to prediction of SDB. Of note, mild OSA or intermittent hypercapnia during sleep may go unnoticed for quite a while which potentially hampers the sensitivity of patient-reported sleep outcomes. In contrast, signs and symptoms of respiratory muscle weakness may be more suitable to raise the suspicion of SDB. However, the Borg dyspnea scale only helps to identify patients with significant inspiratory muscle strength and evolving daytime hypercapnia but has not been used in conjunction with sleep studies. Bedside tests of respiratory muscle strength such as FVC, maximum inspiratory pressure (MIP), or sniff nasal inspiratory pressure (SNIP) have extensively been investigated as predictors of survival and disease progression, but only rarely for prediction of SDB. Interestingly, the latter two studies both revealed that SNIP might be most useful in this context. However, since indication criteria for NIV in patients with neuromuscular disease comprise reduction of FVC or MIP, these tests should be regularly performed as a screening procedure. For practical reasons, SNIP measurement (which is more laborious and variable in results) may be restricted to patients with weakness of mouth closure. Only in a small subset of patients respiratory muscle weakness and sleep-related hypoventilation may be the presenting symptom of ALS. In the vast majority of patients, respiratory muscle dysfunction slowly evolves during the course of the disease and then accompanies constant deterioration of motor function. Nocturnal hypercapnia may be detectable long before patients complain of sleep disruption or daytime dyspnea. Thus, routine evaluation of sleep-related breathing is recommendable even if subjective sleep quality is still unaffected. This holds true because NIV has been shown to have a substantial impact on overall prognosis, and there is growing evidence that early initiation of NIV is of particular importance (see below). In addition, NIV has been reported to improve or stabilize HRQoL in patients with ALS. In other words: from the moment on when indication criteria for NIV are met, and if the patient is willing to receive home ventilatory support, the initiation and long-term maintenance of mechanical ventilation is one of the most meaningful therapeutic measures which can ever be taken. Numerous retrospective studies and one randomized trial revealed that NIV improves life expectancy in patients with ALS. Moreover, prolongation of survival time is
longer when NIV is started already in patients with only mild or near-normal vital capacity.\textsuperscript{76} Thus, constant awareness of treating physicians for the “respiratory issue” and low-threshold initiation of adequate diagnostic measures directly impact patients’ prognosis. In order to detect sleep-related hypoventilation with the highest sensitivity possible, sleep studies in ALS patients should preferably comprise transthepnic capnometry which sufficiently substitutes for nighttime arterial blood gases\textsuperscript{77} and has been shown to be superior to pulse oximetry.\textsuperscript{41,45,78} In up to one-third of neuromuscular patients with definite hypoventilation (ie, nighttime hypercapnia), peripheral oxygen saturation is normal (Figure 1).

Of note, for baseline evaluation of sleep and suspected SDB, full polysomnography (PSG) is generally recommended.\textsuperscript{79} In contrast to mere polygraphy, PSG allows to exactly assign transient hypercapnia to REM sleep, facilitating to detect sleep-related hypoventilation. In addition, only PSG reveals objective sleep quality and architecture, which is particularly important in early stages of the disease when SDB may not yet be present or does not yet predominate other causes of sleep disruption. Sleep fragmentation may not only render sleep non-restorative, but may also worsen SDB, and should be specifically sought for. Independent on ALS, sleep disruption is known to be an independent risk factor for cardiovascular mortality.\textsuperscript{80} Furthermore, patients with ALS may often be unaware of sleep problems in early stages of the condition,\textsuperscript{81} and low-threshold detection of evolving sleep disturbances by PSG may steer treatment planning and scheduling follow-up sleep studies.

Following initiation of NIV, objective sleep outcomes and nocturnal ventilation may rapidly enhance (Figure 2). Long-term NIV has been shown to improve not only prognosis but also sleep quality and HRQoL in patients with ALS and respiratory failure.\textsuperscript{47,49,82–84} This holds true despite the fact that ventilator-dependency constantly increases with time. Initiation of NIV requires optimal mask fitting, thorough titration of respirator settings, and education of both patients and caregivers, with all of these measures aiming to improve – and not to additionally worsen – the patient’s condition or quality of life. The choice of interface may substantially influence treatment adherence. Nasal masks are supposed to be less uncomfortable but may prove insufficient and sleep-disturbing when mouth leaks occur.\textsuperscript{85} This can be circumvented by oronasal interfaces, bearing in mind that they may promote pressure-induced upper airway obstruction.\textsuperscript{86} In this case, adjustment of the expiratory positive airway pressure (EPAP) or combining a nasal mask with a chin strap may solve the problem.\textsuperscript{86} One previous study suggests that EPAP itself may be associated with worse sleep quality in ALS patients\textsuperscript{87} but did not specifically address that effective treatment of OSA is likely to be more meaningful. Patient-ventilator asynchrony may also impair sleep quality and is probably common, but its impact on treatment adherence or clinical outcomes has not been investigated.\textsuperscript{88} For NIV, bilevel ventilation modes are used in order to ensure sufficient alveolar ventilation and compensation for air leaks. Preset volume support ventilation has been shown to be more effective in terms of gas exchange and symptom alleviation.\textsuperscript{89} Regular follow-up evaluation including polygraphy (at least) and capnometry is highly recommendable since several studies have shown that overall prognosis may be negatively

Figure 1 Polysomnography synopsis from a 67-year-old non-ventilated male patient with spinal onset ALS. The figure depicts four tracings representing hypnogram, transcutaneous capnometry, pulse oxymetry, and graphical presentation of apneas or hypopneas (from top to bottom). Whereas capnometry shows hypercapnia which begins during REM and persists during the last third of the night, peripheral oxygen saturation is normal throughout the entire recording.

Abbreviations: ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, REM/IR, rapid eye movement sleep, W, wake, N1 - N3, non-REM sleep stages, ptcCO\textsubscript{2}, transthepnic carbon dioxide tension, Sp\textsubscript{O\textsubscript{2}}, peripheral oxygen saturation, Hyp, hypopneas, Cent/Mix/Obs, central/mixed/resective apneas.
affected in patients with ALS and other neuromuscular disorders when NIV fails to achieve its primary goals: normocapnia, normoxia, and normalization of the apnea-hypopnea index. Accordingly, ventilator settings should be adjusted if necessary. Education of patients and caregivers is a prerequisite of good treatment adherence. Both indication and aims of NIV should be discussed, along with handling issues, communicational and nutritional aspects. Once NIV has been started, extension of ventilator use during daytime will be inevitable over time, and tracheostomy as well as end-of-life scenarios should be addressed early.

There is conflicting evidence whether patients with bulbar ALS benefit from NIV or not, and formerly, initiation of NIV in this population was even discouraged considering a potential aspiration risk. Previous studies did not prove NIV to prolong survival in patients with bulbar dysfunction, which is contradicted by more recent evidence. In addition, several studies have reported improvement of HRQoL and sleep quality also in this subgroup, making it recommendable to generally offer NIV also to patients with bulbar ALS and respiratory failure, with a special focus on the individual situation and the extent of dysphagia.

Apart from hypoventilation and sleep apnea, nocturnal breathing in patients with ALS may be disturbed by recurrent laryngospasms which may occur either spontaneously or in response to gastro-oesophageal reflux. Another condition potentially causing nocturnal dyspnea is mucus retention which is particularly common in patients with poor bulbar function. Here, assisted coughing, mechanical insufflators/exsufflators, or suction of the upper airway may help alleviate the problem.

**Sleep-related leg muscle cramps and fasciculations**

Degeneration of the lower motoneurons causes fasciculations in skeletal muscles which may be reported to disrupt sleep by some patients. It may also lead to painful muscle cramps which often occur during the night and predominantly affect the lower limbs, then referred to as nocturnal leg muscle cramps. These have been reported to occur in the vast majority of ALS patients, causing substantial morbidity in affected individuals. Prevalence numbers range between 45% and 92%. Muscle cramps may also occur in intrinsic hand muscles or the abdominal...
electrical activity is associated with muscle cramps and can be recorded in a variety of conditions, including patients with ALS. 

**Electrophysiologically**, muscle cramps result from anterior horn cells or motor units that discharge at a much higher frequency (>300 Hz) than with normal voluntary contraction. Discharge ceases spontaneously or after active stretching of the affected muscle group, but the latter maneuver may be hampered if limb weakness is present. Nocturnal or daytime muscle cramps should be actively asked for, and treatment options should be thoroughly discussed if significant symptom burden is obvious. For alleviation of muscle cramps, various measures may be considered. Electrolyte imbalances or lack of fluids should be treated adequately. Any medication possibly enhancing muscle cramps (eg, statins) should be critically checked and discontinued, if acceptable. Stretching of affected muscle groups is often recommended for prevention of muscle cramps, but the respective evidence is scarce even for otherwise healthy subjects and no ALS-specific studies have been published. For pharmacological treatment, mexiletine 150 mg twice daily may be considered since it has recently been shown to improve symptoms in a randomized controlled trial. Numerous other compounds including baclofen, memantine, vitamin E, and L-threonine have failed to show significant effects on muscle cramps in patients with ALS. The effects of quinine (usually 200–300 mg at night) have been extensively evaluated in various non-ALS conditions, with moderate evidence that cramp intensity, and possibly frequency, are reduced. However, long-term quinidine is not recommended because of possible side effects and significant safety concerns.

### Immobilization

For healthy subjects, it is normal to repeatedly change position in bed during sleep. Under physiological conditions, this may occur up to 1.6 times per hour on average. If motor function declines in patients with ALS, it inevitably becomes more and more difficult to change position, perform comfort movements, or adjust bedclothes. These problems have rarely been evaluated systematically, but significant impact on sleep quality is both likely and comprehensible. Immobilization may promote nocturnal discomfort, pain, and dependency on caregivers. In addition, patients are at risk of skin lesions, which are possibly not less common in ALS than in other neurological conditions as previously thought (based on the observation that intradermal collagen density in the sacral region is increased in ALS patients).

### Nocturnal pain

In both health and disease, pain and sleep quality are closely related or rather mutually intertwined since pain disrupts sleep and impaired sleep promotes both the occurrence and exacerbation of pain. In patients with ALS, acute or recurrent pain may result from muscle cramps, spasticity, or immobilization, especially if bones and joints are rendered vulnerable to pressure because of progressive muscular atrophy. This kind of pain is often clearly localized by affected patients, nociceptive in nature and mostly secondary to a known cause or mechanism. In addition, ALS patients may experience neuropathic pain which is often more diffuse and “typically neuropathic” (eg, burning, tingling or lancinating if occurring spontaneously, and dysesthetic if evoked by tactile stimuli). This type of pain usually cannot be attributed to a specific cause other than impairment of somatosensory pathways. However, neuropathic pain appears to be relatively uncommon in ALS although intraepidermal nerve fiber density is decreased in up to 75% of patients suggesting small fiber neuropathy as an immanent neuropathological feature of the disease. As in other conditions characterized by chronic pain, the concept of central sensitization may apply to a third kind of pain potentially occurring in ALS: diffuse, non-neuropathic, almost permanent and obviously inexplicable by nociceptive triggers. Central sensitization is characterized by an abnormally enhanced nociceptive response within the central nervous system. This results in pain perceptions triggered by central amplification of non-painful sensory inputs instead of clearly noxious stimuli. Little is known about the frequency and clinical determinants of central sensitization pain in ALS but some patients appear to be affected and are extremely difficult to treat. Studies specifically focussing on nocturnal pain in ALS are lacking, and treatment recommendations do not differentiate between daytime and sleep-related pain. In addition, real-life management of pain in patients with ALS is generally based on clinical experience rather than evidence-based guidelines. Nociceptive pain may respond to both adequate preventive measures (eg, positional aids, special mattresses) and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (eg, ibuprofen, metamizole) or acetaminophen, respectively. Opioids may be added in patients with otherwise intractable pain or advanced disease, especially if respiratory muscle weakness and dyspnea are present. Cannabis may also...
prove effective, with additional anxiolytic, sedating and appetite-enhancing features. If neuropathic or central sensitization pain is likely to be present, α2δ ligands (gabapentin, pregabalin) or tricyclic antidepressants should be considered. Pain resulting from spasticity may respond to central muscle relaxants, such as baclofen, tizanidine, or tolperisone. All of these compounds also have sedating effects, making it prudent to start with an evening dose.

In summary, pain of whatever etiology is a common complaint in ALS patients, and sleep disruption is likely to occur consecutively. Both pain and sleep disturbances substantially impair quality of life, which is underlined by the observation that in advanced disease, they predominantly determine the interest in assisted suicide if this is a legalized option. Thus, adequate pain relief is crucial in medical care for ALS patients throughout the course of the disease, and the impact of pain on sleep quality should be regarded with special interest.

Restless legs syndrome (RLS) and periodic limb movements (PLM) in sleep

The diagnosis of RLS is based on five essential criteria. These include: 1) an urge to move the legs (facultatively accompanied by unpleasant or even painful sensations in the lower extremities), 2) onset or exacerbation of these symptoms during rest or inactivity, 3) occurrence or worsening of symptoms in the evening or during the night, 4) symptom relief during voluntary movement such as walking or stretching, and 5), symptoms (1)–(4) cannot be explained by another medical or behavioral condition (eg neuropathic pain, leg muscle cramps, calf edema, or neuropathic pain, and habitual foot tapping). Prevalence of RLS in the general population is around 10%, with women more often affected than men, and clinical severity may considerably vary from mild or rare symptoms not causing any sleep disturbances to frequent and profound impairment of sleep and quality of life. Only few studies systematically investigated the prevalence and clinical determinants of RLS in patients with ALS. In all studies, RLS was significantly more common in ALS patients than in control subjects or the general population, respectively. Prevalence numbers ranged from 14.6% to 25%, and in one study, ALS patients with RLS reported a shorter disease duration and diminished ALS functional rating scale score, suggesting less severe involvement of sensory nerve fibers or small fiber neuropathy – which may be present in a subset of patients – contribute to RLS in ALS.

Physicians should actively ask for RLS symptoms in order not to miss a condition for which effective treatment can be offered. With regard to pharmacological options, iron deficiency should be looked for and corrected according to standard recommendations. Long-term dopaminergic medication should only be established if the diagnosis of RLS can be ascertained by thorough distinction from myalgias, leg muscle cramps, calf edema, or neuropathic pain, and the risk of augmentation has always to be considered. If augmentation has occurred, or if symptoms appear to overlap with alternative etiologies, α2δ ligands are adequate for first-line treatment. In patients with severe RLS and concomitant chronic pain, opioids should be considered.

PLM in sleep have only rarely been investigated in patients with ALS. Whereas one study reported similar PLM parameters in ALS patients and healthy control subjects, another study showed that a PLM index above 15 per hour was significantly more common in ALS patients than in controls. Moszynski et al postulated that an increased PLM index above 5 per hour of total sleep time is associated with worse prognosis. However, all of these studies did not further report whether PLM had an impact on objective sleep. Unpublished data from a PSG-based cohort study in 150 ALS patients showed a mean PLM index of 24.0±41.7 (0–218.5), and one-third of patients had a PLM index above 15/h. However, the mean PLM arousal index was only 3.6±8.6 (0–58.2). PLM parameters showed no correlation with the ALS functional rating scale score, sleep efficiency, or the percentage of slow-wave sleep. More exact prevalence numbers have not been reported, the proportion of patients in whom PLM in sleep and RLS coincide is not possible to quantify. From a pathophysiological rather than clinical perspective, it remains an interesting question whether PLM in ALS reflect spinal cord disinhibition and hyperexcitability caused by degeneration of inhibitory descending central pathways.
Parasomnias

Parasomnias comprise abnormal movements, behaviors, perceptions or emotions, which arise from sleep, or occur on falling asleep or waking up, respectively. In fact, parasomnias can be regarded as dissociated sleep states characterized by partial arousals from either REM sleep or NREM sleep. There is no evidence supporting the notion that NREM parasomnia is a frequent finding in patients with ALS, and sleepwalking, pavor nocturnus or confusional arousals have not been specifically reported in this population.

REM behavioral disorder (RBD) is characterized by persistent phasic or tonic muscle activation during REM sleep that is detectable by means of surface

Figure 3 Periodic limb movements in sleep in a 62-year-old, non-ventilated patient with spinal onset ALS. (A) A polysomnography synopsis including hypnogram, oxygen saturation, transcutaneous ptcCO₂, and graphical presentation of both leg movements (LM), and (micro)arousals from sleep (from top to bottom). Whereas capnometry is normal throughout the night, isolated obstructive sleep apneas is present leading to persistent desaturations (AHI 39.8/h). Almost permanent leg movements can be seen in both legs with long-lasting periodicity as reflected by the black bars within the fourth panel from above (PLMS). The PLM index was 117.1/h. However, only few PLM were associated with arousals from sleep, resulting in a PLM arousal index of no more than 5.4/h. (B) A 2-min excerpt from the same polysomnography with the timepoint according to the vertical black line in (A). Sleep stage is N2, and sleep-disordered breathing is absent. Only one of the 8 PLM which can be seen in the electromyography tracings (TIB L and TIB R, respectively) relates with an EEG arousal. Abbreviations: ALS, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, PLM, periodic limb movements, ptcCO₂, transcutaneous carbon dioxide tension, SpO₂, peripheral oxygen saturation, W, wake, R, REM, rapid eye movement sleep, N1-N3, non-REM sleep stages, LM, limb movements, L, left leg, R, right leg, TIB, tibialis anterior muscle, AHI, apnoea hypopnea index.
electromyogram (EMG) and has been referred to as REM sleep without atonia. This reflects dysfunction or degeneration of the ponto-spinal pathway which physiologically blocks motor impulses during REM sleep. As a result, patients with manifest RBD show dream-enacting behavior which puts them at risk of bed falls and injuries. Furthermore, aggressive behavioral abnormalities may involve the bed partner. RBD is strongly associated with neurodegenerative disorders, including Parkinson’s disease, dementia with Lewy bodies, and multisystem atrophy. Idiopathic – or rather isolated – RBD is considered as an early manifestation of these conditions. Whereas the association between α-synucleinopathies and RBD has extensively been confirmed, neurodegenerative disorders with different neuropathological features seem to give a more inconsistent picture. RBD is an obligatory symptom in anti-IgLON5 disease which is a rare tauopathy recently described. In clinically diagnosed Alzheimer’s disease (AD), it appears to be rather uncommon, but a small proportion of patients with idiopathic RBD may develop AD or overlap dementia. These findings suggest that RBD is not exclusively restricted to α-synuclein pathology, and further evidence for this comes from several reports on patients with a “mixed” pattern of either protein deposits or clinical presentation including individuals with anti-IgLON5 disease, parkinsonism-dementia-ALS complex, ALS due to one distinct SOD1 gene mutation, and frontotemporal dementia. In addition, one study including 344 RBD patients found two individuals carrying the C9orf72 repeat expansion, both showing parkinsonism but no signs of ALS or FTD. Only few studies have investigated EMG characteristics and behavior during REM sleep in larger cohorts of ALS patients. Puligheddu et al found the REM atonia index to be lower and the number of chin movements per hour of sleep to be higher in 29 ALS patients than in healthy controls. Both parameters showed significant correlation with the ALS-FRS-R score, suggesting that more severe motor impairment reflects more advanced neurodegeneration which also involves REM sleep-regulating pathways. However, this assumption remains unproven since only the chin EMG was quantitatively analyzed. Fasciculations, snoring and even artifacts triggered by NIV may impede interpretation of the chin EMG, and no information on sleep-related breathing or mask therapy was provided in this study. In addition, quantitative evaluation of motor activity during REM sleep requires standardized analysis of EMG tracings bilaterally recorded from distinct upper and lower extremity muscles. In a cohort of 41 ALS patients who underwent video PSG, Lo Coco et al found two individuals with manifest RBD and another two showing isolated REM sleep without atonia as defined by chin and leg muscle EMG recordings.

The existing literature on RBD in ALS is still scarce, and further systematic studies are desirable. From the current evidence, it may be deduced that RBD can be present in a small subset of patients. This observation suggests that RBD, although more frequent in α-synucleinopathies, might comprise a pathologically distinct stage in different neurodegenerative disorders where neurodegeneration involves the pathways that regulate muscle tone during REM sleep.

If RBD is present in a patient with ALS and treatment is indicated, measures should be taken to prevent injuries and to decrease the probability of arousals from REM sleep. The latter approach may include that SDB should be treated first. If pharmacological treatment is considered necessary, clonazepam (0.25–2.0 mg) or melatonin (3–12 mg), both given at bedtime, are recommendable although high-quality evidence is still lacking.

**Insomnia**

There are numerous reasons for which patients with ALS may suffer from persistent sleep disturbances. As a result, sleep often gets chronically non-restorative, which worsens daytime performance in addition to motor symptoms. SDB as a possible cause of sleep disruption has extensively been discussed further above. Also pain, muscle cramps, and RLS may significantly reduce patients’ ability to fall asleep in the evening or to maintain sleep throughout the night. Immobilization is very likely to impair sleep quality since it may hinder patients to turn around in bed, to adjust their bedclothes, or scratch themselves when they feel any pruritus. As long as these simple acts are naturally unimpaired one can only imagine how much the resulting sleep disturbances impact overall well-being. In addition, it has to be acknowledged that insomnia is extremely common in patients with ALS. However, only very few studies have investigated this in detail, and little is known about the exact prevalence of distinct sleep-disrupting factors. Furthermore, insomnia may be present not only because of physical complaints, but also due to stressful cognitions ranging from general solicitude to existential fears.
Finally, the mutual relationship between depression and insomnia is likely to play a role, building an alternative basis for sleep quality impairment in ALS patients.148,149

Sedatives in patients with ALS

Sedatives, namely benzodiazepines and opioids, undoubtedly have their place among symptomatic treatment options that can be offered to ALS patients, and they are absolutely indispensable when it comes to palliative care in the terminal phase.150,151 This holds particularly true if respiratory failure is present and mechanical ventilation was either not consented for, is not feasible anymore, or is going to be terminated according to the patient’s will.152 However, it is important that sedatives are not considered as an “all-purpose medication” for insomnia earlier in the course of the disease when treating physicians or patients themselves might perceive the de facto situation as already palliative. This would bear the risk that sleep disturbances or pain (for which benzodiazepines or opioids are mostly prescribed prior to the terminal phase) are not retracted to the distinct etiology that is potentially underlying. Most importantly, SDB could unknowingly be aggravated.153 Thus, it is an ongoing challenge to regularly investigate the causes of sleep disruption and pain in every individual patient in order to identify conditions in which alternative treatments should be established first. If benzodiazepines can reasonably be considered to alleviate insomnia, short-acting compounds are strongly recommended to prevent carry-over effects that might add to daytime sleepiness.

Conclusion

Sleep disturbances deserve to be recognized as a major aspect of morbidity in patients with ALS. In addition to progressive motor impairment, nutritional problems and loss of communication, sleep disruption and its sequelae substantially add to the burden of disease for patients and caregivers. Thus, treating physicians should regularly ask for sleep-related symptoms, thoroughly inquire potential causes, and initiate adequate treatment. With regard to both morbidity and mortality, SDB is the most important consequence of ALS for sleep. Its early recognition by adequate diagnostic measures is crucial in order to enable patients to benefit from mechanical ventilation as much as even possible. Beyond the obvious importance of SDB, sleep may be disrupted by a number of other causes, including immobilization, muscle cramps, pain, RLS, depression, and, at least occasionally, RBD. These conditions should be routinely taken into account since appropriate treatment may substantially improve sleep quality, mood, and HRQoL which are all crucial for patients’ ability to withstand the disease and maintain the will to live as long as they can or want to.154
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